Reading Is Fun!

Everyone knows the story of Sleeping Beauty: A handsome prince rescues a beautiful princess from a wicked fairy's terrible sleeping spell.

This story is just like the original. Except for the sarcastic frog narrator, the garlic-scented fairy, and -- oh yeah -- the princess in this book not only sleeps and snores . . . she's also been turned into a hot-pink and purple dragon! Certain to charm and delight fairy tale fans across the land, this raucous retelling is anything but a snoozer.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This was such a funny book, I love the humor, the names the story line and the Hippity Hops! I just have one question, although I should probably ask Howard Fine the illustrator this question... on the "Pie" page what kind of Pie is the "Tiger and the speed boat" I think I guessed all the other pie types and laughed but that one eluded us. And not really a question but a statement, we're not sure we really believe you Bruce that your wife doesn't snore...

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Snoring Beauty by Bruce Hale - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!